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potluck on the drinks. Alternatively,
the unlabelled gems could be given as
Christmas or birthday gifts with a
suitably tongue-in-cheek message
about treasures from the deep. (I can
be contacted at the address below.)

John Hough
Some time ago a friend of mine
published a book entitled After the
Deluge, a scholarly work which
assessed the outcome of the Swedish
invasion of Poland between 1655 and
1660. While this has little to do with
matters champagne, the title sprung to
mind in the wake of this year’s floods
and the ensuing devastation that was
wreaked on large swathes of the
country. A particularly ticklish
problem for those fortunate enough to
have well-stocked cellars, but
unfortunate to have been in the way
of the flood, has been how to rescue
the Château d’Yquem and Dom
Perignon from complete ruin. To
compound the issue, once these
precious bottles have been reached,
the job of identifying one bottle from
the next is no easy task as most of the
labels will have come unstuck and
floated off. In my view, the best way
to resolve this issue and to ease the
burden of this confusion would be to
have a huge wine tasting party, with

The summer also brought us
headlines about late-night marauding
teenagers, invariably the worse for
wear, with a proposal to increase the
drinking age from 18 to 21 and an
accompanying increase in tax on
alcohol to deter such juvenile
enthusiasm. Rest assured that your
Editor deplores the abuse of alcohol
however this head-in-the sand
response will do little to change such
behaviour and will only lead to
further demonisation of the beaded
bubble. The Government were quick
to respond to the papers by saying
that they would probably not increase
the drinking age limit, but remained
stony silent on the likelihood of
further tax increases to deter overconsumption.
The Confrérie
du Sabre d’Or
offers members
and guests
outstanding
value for
money at all of
its events. The
contents of this
year’s
magazine
demonstrate
how active our flourishing Club has
become with the increasing number of
caveaux here in the UK being an
indication of the faith and interest
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these premier establishments have in
the art of sabrage. Our members
continue to enjoy a busy and growing
calendar of events and in spite of the
ex-Chancellor’s best laid plans to
squeeze even more out of your pocket
we have kept event prices to a
minimum. As Gordon would say, we
have taken a prudent approach to
fiscal management.
The coming year promises to be as
exciting as last and we have a
plethora of new caveaux to explore
and support. I urge you to spread the
word about our activities and to
encourage all of your acquaintances to
take up
membership
of the Club
as soon as
possible to
take
advantage of
what our
exceptional
organisation
has to offer. Let us hope the next time
you read or hear about After the Deluge,
it will be to recall the deluge of
champagne you have enjoyed at a
Confrérie event.
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March were followed in April with
the ever popular Spring Gala Dinner
Dance at The Mandarin Oriental
Hyde Park which got us in fine form
to face the summer. What a good
thing it is that we don’t rely on fine
weather for the Annual Summer
Champagne Party. The safety of the
Grand Conservatory at the Caveau
Millennium Gloucester is very
welcome as well as being a splendid
place to hold this event.

But before all this happens we
shall have a packed programme
of events countrywide for 2008.
Any additions to the scheduled
ones are notified by our
Secrétaire-Général in his bimonthly newsletters.

Julian White
The British Chapter of the Order of
the Confrérie du Sabre d’Or has now
completed 8 years and packed in a
great deal of fun adding to the serious
nature of enjoying Champagne and
good company.

2006 finished off with a fine
flourish at our 14th Grand Chapitre
Britannique at The Royal Garden
Hotel Kensington. November is a
very busy month and the Autumn
Gala Ball was swiftly followed by a
Champagne dinner and more
chevaliers to be invested at Grim’s
Dyke Hotel. The Embassy Council
went to Paris to attend the 20eme
Grand Chapitre International.

group visit. I shall attend myself and
would welcome seeing any members
there who wish to attend. I would
like you all, however, to put in your
diaries the 2008 Grand Chapitre
International as it will be held in
Champagne on 22nd November. It will
be a simple expedition for anyone as
the TGV will go directly from St
Pancras to Reims. I am sure that
there will be a lot of extra lunches,
dinners and soirées to pack into that
weekend.

Fortunately, June was very
reasonable and Le Vacherin and
Hintlesham Hall held their usual
wonderful parties without
meteorological disasters. Hintlesham
Hall did hold another event in May
and it poured with rain, soaking the
Chancellor, John Hough.

I penned these lines just after
the splendid Chevaliers’ Party at
La Bodguita del Medio in
Kensington. A particularly
warm evening and the combination of
over 120 very warm members
reproduced Havana’s thermal image
perfectly. The free champagne
attracted a very appreciative
following and washed down the
Cuban canapés so well that we will
have to organise another party here
in 2008.

2007 has also been a year for new
caveaux. The Grosvenor House was
opened on 13th April and the
following months saw the arrival on
our scene of The Lamb at Hindon,
The Tower Guoman Hotel, the Hotel
du Vin Henley and the Bedford Lodge
Hotel in Newmarket and Whitworth
Hall Hotel in County Durham. More
about these events elsewhere in this
journal but we are delighted to be
holding the Autumn Gala Ball this
year at The Tower Hotel on 2nd
November.

A two months breathing space was
broken by the Hotel du Vin in
Birmingham on 11th February.
So 2007 was heralded by the new
British Sabrage Record created by
Maître-Sabreur Mark Huntley and
an Embassy team sabraging over 130
around a dinner party. We hoped to
break this record at the newly opened
caveau – Hotel du Vin, Henley during
the Regatta. Alas the July rain
stopped that.
Soirées at our long-standing Caveaux
– Grim’s Dyke and The Boat in

The Grand Council has scheduled its
Grand Chapitre International this
year in Deauville on Saturday 24th
November. We are not organising a

Looking even further ahead – to 2009,
we shall celebrate our Tenth
Anniversary in great style as it will
also be our 20th Grand Chapitre
Britannique. Our Maître des
Festivités is on the case already.
Friday 30th October 2009 will be a
great occasion.
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The Embassy Council
Ambassadeur: Julian White

Les Membres du Conseil de
l’Ambassade du Royaume Uni
Chancelier:
John Hough
Maître des Comptes:
Pin Ong
Maître des Caveaux:
Jolyon Griffiths
Maître des Festivités:
Dominique Largeron
Maître de la Communication:
Clare Logue
Maître du Protocole & Secrétaire Général:
Gerard O’Shea
Les Échevins:
Anthony Jewell TD
Malcolm Noblett
Ken Chapronière
Nick Thomson

New Commandeurs

Peter Richards
Nathan Evans
Sue Bancroft
Judy Tayler-Smith

Consul-Général en Champagne: Philippe Brugnon
Consul-Général en Bordeaux: Donald Brewer
Consul-Général en Chine: George Budden
Consul- Général en Finland: Angela Cavill
Les Connétables:
City of London: Judy Tayler-Smith
Oxfordshire & Gloucestershire: Robin Shuckburgh
Northamptonshire: Andrew Woodward
Suffolk & Essex: Dee Ludlow
Secrétaire des Dégustations:
Marcia Warburton

Marcia Warburton &
Gerard O’Shea

Les Maître-Sabreurs des Caveaux
Philippe Brugnon; Daniel Pedreschi, Christian Graf and
Andrew Tan; Bazz Norton; Andrew Woodward and
Thomas Woodward; Marian Arieta-Perez; Donald Brewer;
Craig Bancroft; Christoph Mares; Dee Ludlow;
David Armstrong; Malcolm John; Robin Shuckburgh;
Graham Bamford; Cyril Bray; Anthony Stewart-Moore and
Steven Laine; Iain Waite and James McDevitt; Laura Townend;
Julien Foussadier; Alexandra Pinguet; Christopher Thompson
and Sarah Toner; John Parker

Les Autres Maîtres-Sabreur. The Embassy Council &
Lynda Woodin, John White TD, Peter Richards,
Malcolm Noblett, Jacek Kruszyna, George Budden,
Nathan Evans, Gérard Basset, Paul Follows, Adrian Wiley,
Ken Chapronière, Neil Sherry, Mike Redford, Lord Watson
of Richmond CBE, Robert Barnsley, Jane Burridge,
Mark Huntley, Anthony Jewell TD, Liam Lambert,
Ken Norman, Reginald Page BEM, Barry Skinley,
Nick Thomson, Sir Neville Purvis KCB, James Nichols,
Angela Cavill and Jeremy Simms.
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The British Ranks of
La Confrérie du Sabre d’Or
Commandeurs
Julian White
Pin Ong

Philippe Brugnon (France)
Dominique Largeron

John Hough
Jolyon Griffiths

Officiers
Susan Bancroft
Alicia Bannon-Williams
John Barker OBE
Donald Brewer #
Scott Collier
Tom Corrigan OBE
Nathan Evans#
Paul Follows#
Anthony Jewell TD #
Nicholas Kerr

Jacek Kruszyna #
Eugene Leahy
Clare Logue#
Malcolm Noblett #
Joan Oliphant-Fraser
Gerard O’Shea#
Michael Peace
Sir Neville Purvis KCB #
Peter Richards#
James Ritchie (USA)

Roger Roberts
Krystyna Rogers
Edward Tatham
Judy Tayler-Smith#
Nick Thomson#
Michael Wallis
John White TD#
Tom White
Lynda Woodin #
Andrew Woodward#

Chevalier-Sabreurs
Tim Almond
Peter Alvey
Joanna Amand
John Amand
John Anderson
Marian Arieta-Perez #
David Armstrong #
Steve Ashley
George Avory
Hélène Baker
Graham Bamford #
Craig Bancroft #
Robert Barnsley #
Gérard Basset #
David Batchelor
Dame Heather Beattie DBE
Peter Bentley
Baron Stéphane Boils
(France)
Simon Bennett TD
Maureen Bonanno-Smith
Clare Bousfield
Graham Bowles
Kevin Boyle
Cyril Bray #
George Budden # (China)
Jane Ysabelle
Budden(China)
Stewart Buller
Jane Burridge #
David Burrows
Neil Cattermull
Angela Cavill #
David Cavill
Sophia Chandler
Ken Chapronière #
Derek Colley
Ian Collins
Moisette Couvreur (France)
Samantha Crocker
Alan Curtiss

Dawn Davies
Marc Davies
Steve Davies
Gareth Desborough
Susan Dixon
Valerie Edwards
John Fishley
Julien Foussadier #
Sarah Green
Sandra Hammond
Ash Hassan
Paul Herbage
Claire Herdman
Clive Herdman
John Holman
Gregory Hooper
Edmund Hoskin
Suzanne Howe
Juliet Hunter
Mark Huntley #
Angus Hutchinson
Biagio Iacono #
Nigel James
David Jeffcoat #
Mike Jenkins
Sue Jenkins
Paul Jennings
Sue Jennings
Donna John
Malcolm John #
Aileen Kennedy
Robin Kent
Sandy Klein
Steven Laine #
Liam Lambert #
David Lancaster
David Lawton
Alice Levy
Roger Lintern
Dee Ludlow #
Martin Lynes

Adrian Maddox
Christoph Mares #
Alison McKie
Anthony Moore
Trevor Morley
Claire Morrison
Frank Moxon
Vanessa Murphy
Andrew Ndoca
Ivan Nellist
David Nicholls
James Nichols #
Jason Noblett
Ken Norman #
Bazz Norton #
Dawn O’Shea (USA)
Tim O’Shea (USA)
Reginald Page BEM #
Maureen Page
John Parker #
Felicity Payne
Terry Payne
Daniel Pedreschi #
David Phelps
Alexandra Pinguet #
John Priday
Mike Redford #
Bill Reed
Justin Rhodes
Samantha Rhodes
David Rivington
Vicki Roberts
Helmert Robbertsen
Ann Rundle
David Rundle
Richard Sage
David Scanlon
Neil Sherry #
Robin Sherry
Robin Shuckburgh #
Jeremy Simms #

Elisabeth Simpson-Rawlings
Barry Skinley #
Joseph Sluys
Diana Steadman
Matthew Steadman
David Stevens
Steve Stevenson
Wendy Stewart
Anthony Stewart-Moore#
Simon Tayler-Smith
Christopher Thompson #
Allan Tillott
Michael Vanderosen
Philippa Venables
Simon Vincent
Stephen Walker
Marcia Warburton
Lord Watson
of Richmond CBE #
Don Watt
Alan Watts
Ami White
John T White
Sally White
Adrian Wiley #
Peggy Williams
Glen Witney
Lisa Witney
Brian Wojtczak (USA)
Frances Wojtczak (USA)
Zoe Wood
Thomas Woodward #
Stephanie Woolf
Spenser Wright
# Denotes
Also Maîtres-Sabreur
Lists in alphabetical order

Membres d’Honneur
Cat Deeley

Sir John Mortimer KT, QC

Gordon Ramsay
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Julian White reports on

The Grosvenor House Hotel
Caveau Opening
Six years after the Confrérie du Sabre d’Or held its
first gala event at the Grosvenor House Hotel under
the enthusiastic patronage of the then manager, Paul
Bidgood, it is a great pleasure to announce that this
landmark property on Park Lane has formalized its
relationship with the Order and officially become a full
caveau. After a very substantial refurbishment, the
hotel is now at its sparkling best and both Dominique
Largeron and I were first to witness the installation of
their sabre in the newly created Red Bar.

The Caveau opening took place last April and was a
select affair with friends and colleagues of Steve Laine,
Director of Restaurants, being offered an insight into
the noble art of sabrage. Fittingly, the ceremony took
place in what had been Lord Forte’s office and now
offers guests a delightful suite of elegant function
rooms.
We look forward to a long and successful relationship
with the Grosvenor House Hotel and to inviting you
all to a gala event there in the very near future.
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Steven Laine was
made a Maître
Sabreur and
immediately got on
with the task of
intronising his
colleagues as
Sabreurs.
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Propertyy Economicss and
d Investmentt Training
g
Bew arethesharks.com provides the knowledge and
support to enable you to become a successful property
investor and achieve financial freedom. We hold the
following four property investment courses:
•Fundamentals of Property Investing
•Jet-to-Let: the secrets of overseas property investment
•Successful Property Letting: how to make money in UK buy-to-let
•The Psychology of Property Investment: develop a winner’s mindset

Forr more
e information
n CALLL 0151
1 482
2 5525
5 orr visitt www.bewarethesharks.com
Dominic Farrell, the founder and principal trainer of Bewarethesharks.com is also
the author of The Jet-to-Let Bible: The secrets of overseas property investment.
"...a brilliant look at the world of overseas property."

Number 1 bestseller
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Forthcoming Events 2007-8
Please note that events with # annotated are being arranged by the Establishment/ Caveau and NOT by the Embassy.
You are requested to make your bookings and enquiries directly to them and not to us. Applications for investitures are, however,
to the embassy

2007
# Friday 12th October

# Friday 19th October

Wednesday 7th November

Soirée de Sabrage
and Champagne Dinner

Soirée de Sabrage
and Champagne Dinner

Sabrage Evening

Investitures of Chevaliers

Investitures of Chevaliers

GRIM’S DYKE HOTEL
enquiries@grimsdyke.com
Tel 020 8385 3100

SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN’S
HOUSE HOTEL, WINDSOR
events@windsor.wrensgroup.com
Tel 01753 442422

Foster Lane, Cheapside EC2
Contact Marian Arieta Perez
0207 606 2110

THE CITY PIPE

Friday 2nd November

16th Grand Chapitre
Britannique and Autumn Gala Ball
of The Golden Sabre
Investiture of Commandeurs,Officiers & Chevaliers
THE TOWER HOTEL
St Kathrine’s Way, Tower Brdge
embassy@confreriedusabredor.co.uk Tel 020 7727 0780, Fax 020 7229 4955

2008
Wednesday 20th February

Friday 9th May

# Monday 9th June

Sabrage Evening

Philippe Brugnon
& Julian White’s
Annual Champagne Tasting

4th Soirée de Sabrage and
Champagne Dinner

Full details in March
Contact Julian@julianwhite.com

LE VACHERIN
Tel 020 8742 2121
malcolm.john4@btinternet.com

THE CITY PIPE
Foster Lane, Cheapside EC2
Contact Marian Arieta Perez
0207 606 2110

Investitures of Chevaliers

Friday 11th April

17th Grand Chapitre
Britannique and
Spring Gala Dinner
of The Golden Sabre
Investiture of Commandeurs,
Officiers & Chevaliers
THE MANDARIN ORIENTAL,
HYDE PARK
embassy@confreriedusabredor.co.uk
Tel 020 7727 0780
Fax 020 7229 4955
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# Friday 30th May

Spring Chapitre and
Champagne Dinner
Investitures of Chevaliers
GRIM’S DYKE HOTEL
enquiries@grimsdyke.com
Tel 020 8385 3100

THE JOURNAL OF THE CONFRÉRIE DU SABRE D’OR ROYAUME UNI

Friday 13th June

8th Annual General Meeting
and 9th Summer Party
THE MILLENIUM
GLOUCESTER HOTEL
in the Grand Conservatory
embassy@confreriedusabredor.co.uk
Tel 020 7727 0780
Fax 020 7229 4955

Black Tie

Informal

THE
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Forthcoming Events 2008
Please note that events with # annotated are being arranged by the Establishment/ Caveau and NOT by the Embassy.
You are requested to make your bookings and enquiries directly to them and not to us. Applications for investitures are, however,
to the embassy

2008
# Sunday 15th June

Friday 7th November

# Sunday 22nd November

Soirée de Sabrage and
Champagne Dinner

18th Grand Chapitre
Britannique and Autumn
Gala Ball

22nd Grand Chapitre
International in Champagne

Investitures of Chevaliers
HINTLESHAM HALL
reservations@hintleshamhall.com
Tel: 01473 652 334

# Friday 4th July

Call My Wine Bluff
GRIM’S DYKE HOTEL
enquiries@grimsdyke.com
Tel 020 8385 3100

of The Golden Sabre
Venue to be arranged
Investiture of Commandeurs,
Officiers & Chevaliers
embassy@confreriedusabredor.co.uk
Tel 020 7727 0780
Fax 020 7229 4955

Full details from the Embassy in
August 2008
A full weekend programme is being
planned by the Consul-General for
the UK in Champagne

# Friday 28th November

Autumn Champagne Dinner
and Soirée de Sabrage
Investitures of Chevaliers
GRIM’S DYKE HOTEL
enquiries@grimsdyke.com
Tel 020 8385 3100

THE
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The Tower Hotel
The Tower Bridge is raised to salute our new caveau in London

Iain Waite, the Area General
Manager of Thistle Hotels, became
Maître-Sabreur of the Caveau at the
Launch party of the newly
refurbished Banqueting Suite at The
Tower Hotel. Commandeur John
Hough, Officiers Dominique
Largeron and Nathan Evans joined
the Ambassador to conduct the
investiture of Iain and James
McDevitt as Chevaliers and Maître
Sabreurs on May 16th. A good
number of new sabreurs were
intronised too, including Katharine
Garland who is planning the Autumn
Gala Ball with us for November 2nd.

The investiture of Iain Waite, Area General Manager, Thistle Hotels

12
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It is very fitting that the Confrerie
Club should hold this next event
close by the City of London. During
the last seven years, the British
Chapter of the Confrerie du Sabre
d'Or has, from its, base in the West
End of London, expanded to many

THE

GoldenSabre
parts of the British Isles. Some of the
earliest members joining our
organisation are actually resident in
the City or close by, such as the
Borough and South East London and
we have constantly hauled them
across the metropolis to the 'other
side of town'. It was time for change.
When James McDevitt contacted us
through the website to engage us for
sabrage for a Tower Hotel event, we
grabbed the opportunity to turn a
Temporary Caveau into a permanent
one. Also, the hotel was carrying out
a major refurbishment of the Tower
Suite and here was the opportunity to
entertain the Confrerie in style in the
shadow of two of London's historic
landmarks- The Tower and Tower
Bridge.

Katherine Garland gaining experience before the Autumn Gala Ball

We immediately saw the possibilty of
establishing a City base, in keeping
with London's celebrated and
successful financial institutions,
putting the Confrerie du Sabre d'Or
in to the heart of this kingdom.

“putting the
Confrerie du Sabre d'Or
in to the heart of this
kingdom.”
So a sabraged cork flies over Tower
Bridge which is raised to salute our
new Caveau here in London.
Our front
cover says
it all.

THE JOURNAL OF THE CONFRÉRIE DU SABRE D’OR ROYAUME UNI
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SUMMER RAMBLINGS • SUMMER RAMBLINGS • SUMMER RAMBLINGS •

SUMMER RAMBLINGS

• SUMMER RAMBLINGS
Bedford Lodge Hotel in Newmarket,
formerly the resting place of the Russell
family, the Dukes of Bedford, perhaps
between good and bad gambling on the
turf, is a perfect setting for sabrage.

Saint-Jacques and Ravioli & Bacon
d’Alsace. The Tornedos Rossini was
suitably zapped with a Cahors and then
Philippe’s renowned Rosé with the
Vacherin aux Fraises & Crème Chantilly.

Chevalier Cyril Bray came here from
Hintlesham Hall and has established a
fondness for Champagne amongst the
racing fraternity too. A hot day in July
and with dappled greens and yellows to
compliment the colours of the Confrérie,
the new sabreurs sliced the tops of
Veuve-Clicquot with glee. Cyril laid on a
wonderful dinner around the Widow’s
cuvées - Confit duck and foie gras with
the Vintage Rich 1999; Cromer Crab and
Veuve’s Rosé and even the excellent
Demi-sec with the Assiette of Strawberry
Desserts.

The previous October we also visited Le
Vacherin for one of their themed evenings
and I must add in the report from
Dominique Largeron on the occasion
“When I heard that Malcolm John was holding
a Gala Dinner on the Mas de Daumas Gassac
wines and had invited Samuel Guibert to talk
about his vineyards, I just had to make sure
that Jolyon and Jules would be there as well as
our editor, John Hough as these have been
favourites of ours for over fifteen years.
Malcolm’s splendid fayre with Samuel’s
wonderful range of wines from this unique
Gassac valley was a skilful combination. The
Gassac Red is made from a rich palette of
varieties (80% Cabernet-Sauvignon and 20%
from others including Cabernet-franc, Malbec,
Merlot, Syrah, Tannat, petit Verdot and
Carmenère.) Sweet, smokey, slightly yeasty
edge and huge red fruit and blackberry
combined. The Vacherin Mont d’Or was served
with the Mas de Daumas Gassac 2003 –
intense nose, rich with sweet and smokey fruit,
perfect rich texture for the Vacherin cheese. To
die for”

Supported by Echévins Nick Thomson
and Ken Chapronière., I appointed Cyril
as the Maître-Sabreur of this new
Caveau and met some wonderful patrons
of the hotel.

Two visits to Suffolk are always welcome
and no Summer is complete without a
gastronomic adventure chez Dee Ludlow
at Hintlesham Hall. Only one new
Chevalier - Marc Davies, but a plethora
of sabreurs on Fathers’ Day. The
Champagne of the event was Joseph
Perrier. The party swathed its way
through the Cuvée Royale and then on to
the Rosé Brut with pressed Salmon,
followed by a sorbet. I wallowed in my
Burgundian heaven with roast fillet of
beef and Mercurey 1er Cru les Crets
2003. And then the crowning gloryStrawberries Romanoff accompanied by
JP’s classic “Cuvée Josephine 1995”

Well I shan’t be missing these events in
the future and when Malcolm served up
his Framboises Chantilly with Gassac’s
Vin de Laurence (the late harvest
Muscat), I became a member of the Mas
de Daumas Gassac fan club!
Before closing the Summer Season with
Andrew Woodward’s now traditional
Canal side sabrage, Jolyon and I popped
up to County Durham at the invitation of
Chris Thompson (not a re-incarnation of
the former Maître de Millennium
Caveau) to intronise him and the staff of
Whitworth Hall Hotel and to create our
first Caveau in the North East of
England.

My experience of fine food and
Champagne continues with Le Vacherin.
Malcolm John’s June party is always
oversubscribed and on this occasion he
invited me to present my own
Champagne House – Philippe Brugnon.
The Cuvée Elégance with the Confrérie
label was well received with the Coquille

• SUMMER RAMBLINGS
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Set in idyllic pastures in the hills of County
Durham, yet conveniently only 15 minutes
from the City is Bonnie Bobby Shafto’s
former home. This former Member of
Parliament for Durham is best remembered
countrywide by the song. The park is all
part of the blissful setting with herds of
deer that are incredibly friendly and come
to you for a nibble to eat. The Hotel is a
favourite venue for weddings and corporate
meetings and I am sure that sabrage will be
added fun for the hotel’s guests. There is a
Victorian Walled garden and it has Britain’s
most northerly vineyard. In addition to the
Hotel’s splendid dining room, there is
Shafto’s Inn and Restaurant by the
lakeside. I look forward to the first soirée
de sabrage in 2008.
Summer hasn’t finished unless one goes to
Northamptonshire to
see the good burghers
of Stoke Bruerne and
Shuttlanger. Two new
Chevaliers – Felicity
Payne and Adrian
Maddox, preceded the
usual queue of novice
sabreurs.

SUMMER RAMBLINGS
SUMMER RAMBLINGS • SUMMER RAMBLINGS • SUMMER RAMBLINGS •
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Summer Party
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“I say, Carruthers, we only seem to be getting two
glasses of Champers out of each bottle”
“Well, Fanshaw, we’ll have to start drinking
from Magnums!”
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Les Vins du Diable Part 2
Maggie McNie’s lighhearted look at
the history of Champagne
The 19th century had seen the
development of the modern méthode
champenoise, and also that of sales
not only in France but in developing
export markets. With this ever rising
demand came the idea that any
sparkling wine could be labelled
'champagne', no matter its origin or
method. In his "Story of
Champagne", Nicholas Faith reveals
how, in mid 19th century, Parisians
created 'champagne' in 24 hours by
taking white wines, fining them,
adding sugar, bottling them and then
injecting each bottle with gas. The
wine was then given a fancy name
such as the "Shah of Persia's
Sparkling Ay". And most people
seemed perfectly happy, with only the
occasional murmur about the fact
that Champagne itself was producing
about 24 million bottles while it

appears that 110 million were being
sold. In spite of the actions of major
houses to try to prevent fraudulent
wines by forming a syndicate to
protect their names and origin in law,
a long battle was ahead which was
only finally to be won in 1927.
However a very major crisis was
looming on another front, viticulture.

Phylloxera
In 1863, in the southern Rhone, some
vines were sick. An unknown disease
hade attacked them, and by the third
year they were dead, by which time
the disease had spread and infected
all surrounding vineyards. By 1867
the progress of dying vines had
become a major concern, and by the
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following year the Professor of
Pharmacy at Montpellier University,
M. J-E Planchon, had noticed that
on the roots of dying vines there was
a plethora of small yellow insects,
sometimes so numerous that the roots
seemed to be painted yellow.
Phylloxera vastatrix had arrived!
And it spread steadily while various
methods of cure or control were
sought. Someone actually suggested
that buying a live toad under every
plant might do the job!!
In the end, of course, the only
workable solution turned out to be
the grafting of the vitis vinifera vine
on to resistant American rootstock.
For years the Champenois believed
that their region was too far north
and too cold for this aphid to attack,
but on 5th August 1890 it was found
in a vineyard at Treloup in the Aisne
only a few hundred yards west of the
department of the Marne. The
property was instantly bought by
Moët & Chandon and the vines
destroyed in the hope that this would
create a barrier against further
incursion. Alas, this was not to be so,
in spite of the efforts of the Grand
Syndicat Antiphylloxerique de la
Marne, founded in 1892, and the
only answer was that now being
adopted in other wine regions,
grafting.

A Cure and more Problems
Grafting brought its own problems.
Was there a rootstock suitable for
such high levels of chalk in the soil?
Even when it was found, replanting
the vineyards meant buying plants,
something never needed before, since
new vines had always been created
by placing the tips of young shoots in
the ground, and when they had
rooted cutting them free from the
parent plant. Moreover, uprooting
the vineyards and replanting with
grafted vines would lead to a break of
five years before another vintage
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could be picked.
No wonder then that many
merchants were forced, as they saw
it, into buying base wines from
anywhere. And tensions between
increasingly desperate and indebted
grape growers and the champagne
producing merchants reached
unprecedented heights, particularly
as in 1905 the first law which
endeavoured to protect the fine wine
areas had reached the statute book.

The Eve of War
In 1911 this tension, exacerbated by
a run of poor harvests leading to ever
more fraudulent purchase of base
wines by some (but not all)
merchants, and then the exclusion of
the Aube from the area designated
for making champagne, exploded in
the very serious riots. On April 12th
many cellars in Ay were looted,
sacked and destroyed by the rioters though Bollinger was spared - in the
belief that they were guilty of fraud,
while the army was stationed in
Epernay to protect the railway, and
only later restored order that
afternoon.
What was to come was worse. After a
short, peaceful interlude when things
got back to normal and when sales
grew to slightly less than 40 million
bottles, Germany invaded in August
1914.

1914-1918
The Great War had begun and Reims
was occupied, albeit for only ten
days, but was shelled on an almost
daily basis for the duration, as the
front line lay at the foot of the
Montagne de Reims. The citizens
took shelter in the cellars, where
today visitors are shown the areas
devoted to school, chapel, hospital,
theatre and cinema. Concerts took
place, and on one occasion a whole
opera was given. Refugees sheltered
in the cathedral which sustained
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great damage to its wooden roof.
Today that roof is actually of
concrete, although it still looks like
the original. Quite amazing and well
worth seeing.
Meanwhile, despite the shelling,
grapes were harvested, often by
women and children crawling
through the vineyards, many of
whom were wounded or killed. But
both the 1914 and 1915 Vintages
were of amazing quality.
Epernay was occupied for nine days,
and the Mayor, Maurice Pol Roger,
stood firm and refused to cooperate
with the invaders, despite threats to
execute him and burn the town.

Post War Rebuilding
into the Great Depression
Amazingly, despite the massive
destruction, the rebuilding started
swiftly, and the region soon returned
to normal, only to be faced by
another problem, a strong, almost
worldwide move against alcohol,
culminating in Prohibition in the
USA from 1920, and therefore the
loss of precious overseas markets.
In Champagne itself, however,
replanting after phylloxera had only
really begun by 1914, and a lack of
manpower during the War meant
that many vineyards were very run
down, and time was needed for
production to return to normal.
Moreover the battle over the
viticultural limits of the area still had
to be settled. In 1925 the Aubois
went to law claiming their right to be
included within this area, they won,
and finally in 1927 the appellation as
we know it today was defined, and
the grape varieties of Pinot Noir,
Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay were
authorised. No sooner were things on
a firm legal footing, than the world
was plunged into the great
Depression, and apart from the
French market, sales collapsed, with
the price being paid to the growers
for a kilo of grapes dropping from 11
francs to as little as 50 centimes.

The Growers and the
Co-operatives
Nevertheless this period saw some
real developments. Unable to sell

their grapes for a living wage, those
growers, who were able , began to
make their own champagne, while
others combined and started the
co-operative movement. The old
tradition that the merchant houses
bought grapes from the small grower
to augment their own supplies, and
were the only makers of champagne,
disappeared, and the modern
structure of business, split between
the houses, the cooperatives and the
growers' champagnes came into
being.

A Professional Approach
One man's name stands out clearly at
this time. Robert Jean de Vogue from
a very distinguished family, a soldier
by profession, distantly related to the
Moëts, took over the management of
Moët & Chandon. Not a particular
lover of champagne - it is recorded
that he would sometimes dilute it
with Perrier water - he astounded the
Champagne world by producing a
luxury brand - Dom Perignon - at the
height of the Depression, and it was
an instant success, especially in postProhibition America. But de Vogue's
real claim to fame must rest on his
understanding and sympathy for the
Champenois themselves. He clearly
saw that unless a fair price was paid
for the grapes, the future of
champagne might well be in doubt.
His insistence on raising grape prices
to provide at least a minimum living
for growers, and on an organisation
to ensure collaboration between
growers and makers led to him being
nicknamed 'the red marquis', which
was curious since he was a count.
This organisation in 1941, during the
German occupation, became the
CIVC or Comité Interprofessionel du
Vin de Champagne.

World War II and Occupation
M. de Vogue's enormous popularity
was to be the saving of his life, since
when he was arrested by the Gestapo
and sentenced to death, Champagne
rose in protest so strongly that he
was actually deported, although the
death sentence was never actually
revoked, and he returned safely after
the war. This is probably best
explained by the Nazi need for

soldiers on the Russian front, for the
German High Command was anxious
not to provoke major civil unrest
which would have had to be put
down by diverting regiments to the
region.
It is worth adding that Champagne
was a hotbed of resistance to the
Nazis. Cellars were used to store
weapons dropped by Allied planes,
and at least two major houses, Moët
& Chandon and Piper Heidsieck,
were taken over by German
management because of their
resistance activities. Indeed the
Marquis d'Aulan of Piper died
fighting, and the Monument aux
Morts in Epernay lists the names of
208 of their citizens who gave their
lives, often for sabotage of the
important rail network centred on
their town.

Post War Reconstruction
and Growth
By 1945 the structure of the trade
had been settled, but in the depressed
atmosphere of the time, which it is
almost impossible for us to imagine,
business was very slow to pick up.
Sales did not match those of 1913
until 1953. 1955 saw a record crop
which appalled everyone. The
previous year had seen sales of about
37 million bottles only, and '55
produced 69 million, but from then
onwards things began to improve
rapidly. By 1970, sales had more than
doubled, and today we speak of sales
in excess of 321 million bottles, while
the 2006 vintage produced 360
million. The boom had arrived, but
that too brought problems.

CIVC and Defence of
Champagne
The rising popularity of champagne
meant that its name had to be
protected. This is part of the remit of
the CIVC who continually monitor
the situation. The most famous and
far reaching case was fought in the
London courts. The Costa Brava
Wine Company was importing and
selling Perelada, a Spanish sparkling
wine not even made by the méthode

Continued on next page
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champenoise1, and advertising it as
Spanish Champagne.
The first
route tried
by the
Champenois
was a
criminal
prosecution
for 'passing
off'. It was
heard before
a jury who,
in spite of the
judge
summing up
reasonably in
favour of the
prosecution, decided to acquit the
defendants. The shock can be
imagined, but of all - for Champagne,
if this verdict was allowed to stand, it
opened the way for massive misuse of
the name. So, against strong advice, a
decision was taken to proceed by
another route.
Technical arguments were heard in
November 1959, and the main civil
action, Bollinger & Others versus the
Costa Brava Wine Company, opened
in the Chancery Division of the High
Court on 29th November 1960, at
which point not only did the
Champagne Houses have to prove
that 'Spanish Champagne' was a false
description, but also that drinkers
could be deceived into thinking that
Perelada was indeed the real McCoy.
In the event it was a close run matter
by the time that it came to the closing
speeches. However, the Costa Brava
Wine Company had produced a
brochure called "Giving a Champagne
Party", in which it was clear that the
noun Champagne took precedence
over the adjective Spanish, a fact not
lost on Mr. Justice Danckwerts. The
judge also raised a hypothetical
question. If a customer out to dinner
wanted champagne but found it
rather expensive, should the waiter
offering Perelada instead say that it
was not French Champagne, what
would this mean? This was the nub of
the matter. The assumption, counsel
for the Houses pointed out, would
almost certainly be that regardless of
its country of origin, it was still
champagne. The battle, and a very
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important one, had been won.
Perelada could not call itself Spanish
Champagne, and Champagne could
only come from the French region of
that name. The whole case makes
fascinating reading for those
interested in such matters.

Remuage and the Gyropalette
The last thirty years has seen much
work done on improving the methods
used, partly by the Station
Oenotechnique in Epernay, but also
by the research laboratories of Moët
& Chandon, also in Epernay.
Remuage has always been the most
difficult, expensive and time
consuming part of the méthode
champenoise, even after the arrival of
gyropalettes2 and other automated
riddling systems. Many years ago the
wine scientists of Blanquette de
Limoux had an idea which would be
very expensive and time consuming
to test, and so the system has been
the subject of many years of
experiment in Champagne. Put
simply, the method traps yeast cells
inside a bead, or capsule, made from
algae (seaweed, really). Instead of
adding yeast to the wine before the
second fermentation, the beads are
placed in the bottle with the wine and
sugar. The wine can pass through the
beads, but the sediment is trapped
inside these. At remuage time it is
therefore only necessary to invert the
bottles as 'les microbilles' are heavier
than the wine. After years of studying
the results, it has become clear that
the method works, the ageing is not
affected, and it will be interesting to
see how long it is before this method,
or one similar, supercedes the
gyropalette and what remains of hand
remuage.

Increased World Wide Demand
The explosion of demand for
champagne in the export markets,
which are most major industrial
nations, has led to very serious
problems. The delimited area, which
was only just half planted by 1970,
was completely planted by 1990,
leaving no room for further expansion
of production3. One of the major
reasons for this was undoubtedly due
to the entry of the supermarkets, who
came to specialise in own label
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champagne brands at over
competitive prices, feeding demand.
Today, however, there are also
important new markets opening up,
including the Russian Federation,
Poland, the Ukraine, while markets
are also emerging in the near and far
east, no longer just Japan, where
demand is also rising fast.
The question now becomes, how can
a small, restricted area in northern
France manage this demand? In the
short term the permitted yield from
the vineyard has been slightly
increased, though at present the extra
production must be held as reserve
wine against the future. This gives a
breathing space, but does not answer
the long term problem. There are two
possible outcomes, and the
Champenois themselves are very
divided on this. One solution
proposed would be to keep
production at its current levels, which
would let market forces dictate the
price of the wines. The other would
be to enlarge the delimited area. A
Commission was set up to investigate
this possibility and to report on
possible suitable areas outside the
current one. While the report is
awaited, rumour has it that a 10%
increase is being considered. There is,
however, great nervousness about
this, since extending the vineyard
might lead to the perception of a drop
in quality, and therefore be counterproductive. Whatever the final
outcome, this decision is obviously of
the greatest importance to the future
of Champagne, both the area and the
wine loved of so many and which
represents laughter, friendship,
celebration and all the good things of
life.
Maggie McNie is a Master of Wine.
She made her sabrage in the summer
of 2001 as Sabreur number 319 of the
UK Chapter: This is Part Two of
Maggie’s Lighthearted look at the
History of Champagne.

1
Under EU rules, the term is replaced with
Méthode Traditionelle
2
Gyropalette, or girasol, is an automatic computercontrolled riddling machine with a metal cage
holding up to 500 bottles.
3
The Delimited area is approximately 34,000
hectares
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On becoming a
Vigneron. Part 2
Ted Sandbach
Ted Sandbach continues his
experiences on becoming a
Vigneron from our last edition,
where he told of the launch of his
Cuvée Christophe Carignan from
the Domaine de la Souterranne
situated between Béziers and
Carcassonne. The joint project set
up to produce quality wine with the
help of Award winning winemakers
David Morrison and Raphael
Genot on the land rented from fruit
farmers Jim and Sarah Pearce has
progressed as Ted now launches in
to Merlot growing and another
cuvée named after another of his
sons – Cuvée Guillaume Merlot.
My first vintage, Cuvée Christophe
Old Vine Carignan, was made in
2005 and bottled and released for
drinking during last summer. It was
made from a small patch of very old
Carignan grapes and aged in a
combination of new and old oak. No
expense was spared in the making of
the wine and it retailed at £9.99 per

bottle. The limited number of cases
(200 dozen bottles) sold steadily and
only a handful now remain. The wine
has a lovely soft chocolaty feel about
it with good fruit flavours and a
delicate balance of well integrated
new oak. It was selected to
accompany Red Mullet by Gary
Rhodes in one of his sky TV Food
programs and it received an award in
the International Wine Challenge as
well as being championed by celebrity
wine writer Charles Metcalf.
The only problem has been that this
particular grape is not well known
and therefore the wine has to be hand
sold. The price point has also been a
factor but, all in all, the general
feeling was that it had been a
successful start to the project. The
question was where do we go from
here?

his main aim was to grow peaches for
Morrison’s. The vines were just a
small extra source of income and the
large yields were unlovingly sold to
the local co-operative. He didn’t
know anything about wine and only
when examining the sale agreement
was he able to tell me that he had
blocks of Chardonnay, Viognier,
Merlot as well as the prized old vine
Carignan. Having made the decision
to make the Carignan into something
rather more special than a co- op
blend, we then had to decide how,
what and when we develop the rest of
the varieties.
I was anxious not to run before I
could walk so therefore decided to
gradually phase in the wines. The
plan has been to make a Merlot as
well as the Carignan for the 2006
Vintage and then a
Chardonnay/Viognier blend and a
Merlot rosé in 2007. Future plans
include planting some Syrah and
making a Syrah/ Viognier in a few

Continued on next page

So, last year I made a few trips over
to France to plan a gradual way
forward and consult with all those
involved. When Jim bought the farm
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years time. This would complete a
range of 5 wines using grape varieties
which work well and are permitted
in this area of production. Adding the
Syrah would also allow us to use the
Appellation name Minervois as
opposed to the Vin de Pays de
l’Aude appellation – but hell! What’s
in a name? These are just local
regulations which hugely complicate
the understanding of French wine for
the consumer.
So on 1st August this year a truck
full of wine appeared at the
warehouse containing the new Merlot
and a follow on vintage of the
Carignan. I am afraid I could not
resist the temptation of grabbing a
bottle or two and getting the team
together in the tasting room for ,
what proved to be, a long and
alcoholic session of analysis. Firstly I
gave Theo, (our slightly quirky chief
taster), two Merlots one of which
was made by another company in the
area. These were served blind (i.e.
covered so he could not see the
label). After much muttering, note
taking, dribbling , spitting and
slurping he announced his decision.
One was far superior to the other. I
waited with baited breath as he
announced his verdict. However
‘scores on the doors’ Jenny had
placed his wines in a different order
to the others so I was broken hearted
when he announced that my wine
was simply not up to scratch.

The Confrérie
Club Wine Tour
2008
The tour will be of the Loire Valley
Vineyards, specifically Anjou and
Touraine. The tour is being
organised by Mark Hallett of Grape
Expectations. Mark is a Sabreur
and specialises in wine tours. He
regularly sends parties into Philippe
Brugnon’s cellars and all sabrage at
le Vieux Pressoir.
I will be on the tour and I expect
that it will be a Tuesday to Sunday
Trip in late September or very early
in October. However, all bookings
and queries should be directed to
Mark and his team at Grape
Expectations. Meanwhile an
itinerary is available and can be
emailed to you by us or by Grape
Expectations. The cost is £899 per
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However the mistake was soon
realised and it was unanimously felt
that a really top quality wine had
been made although it was generally
agreed that the wine would benefit
from more time in the bottle to settle
down. The Carignan was also
excellent and a more complex and
typical wine than the previous year,
Theo’s tasting notes were as follows
but bear in mind that the wine will
evolve over time.
1996 Domaine de la Souterranne –
Old Vine Carignan. Cuvée Christophe
Gentle touches of new oak and herbs
on the nose followed by a good
creamy palate with nuances of
leather and spice
1996 Domaine de la Souterranne –
Merlot Cuvée Guillaume
Hints of tobacco and herbs on the
nose with deep fruit and a touch of
well judged oak. Quite Bordeaux like
with soft tannins on the finish
A mixed case of 6 x Merlot and 6x
Carignan can be ordered for a
delivered price of £95
Contact Theo Sloot at
The Oxford Wine Company Ltd
theo@oxfordwine.co.uk
Tel: 01865 301 144
www.oxfordwine.co.uk
person, payable to
Grape Expections Ltd.,
The Manor House, High Street,
Buntingford , SG9 9AB.
Telephone 08456 430 860
Email: mark@grapeescapes.net
www.grapeescapes.net
www.champagneescapes.com
I look forward to the first 19
applications to join me on a
wonderful trip with the delights of
Chinon, Bourgueil, Saint Nicholas,
Saumur , Vouvray and Montlouis.
There will be the usual gastronomic
adventures each evening;
Champagne in the coach to
Portsmouth and much fun. Cabins
and dinner aboard en route for Caen
are included. As we shall not have
the time to go on to Sancerre and
neighbouring Pouilly and MenetouSalon, I shall have bottles of my
agencies’ Sancerre and PouillyFumé with me.
Julian White
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Winefarer reports on the

Wine Tour
By Kevin Boyle. Pictorials by David Cavill
and David Burrows.
In our last edition I called upon readers to
join this tour and as events turned out I
took on the leadership after a casualty. So
one of the benefits of being a temporary
boss is that I have delegated the reports and
pictures to others, who have some good
stories to tell.
Some may have been a tad jittery
about embarking on a cross Channel
excursion on Friday the 13th despite
the prospect of the calming influence
of copious quantities of vintage and
non-vintage champers!!
Well that auspicious day did kick off
with a hiccup in that the luxury
coach on offer did not materialise due
we believe (yet to be positively
confirmed!!) by it's involvement in a
collision the previous day. Instead a
very much smaller van with a
capacity of 16 passengers slid into the
reserved bay opposite 44 Peel Street ;
much to the horror of us all.
The combined skills learnt from life
in the army; the London
Underground and the girl-guides,
made the best of this situation and we
were finally on our way, perilously
overloaded, with salmon sandwiches
and crates of such heady stuff as
Billecarte Salmon Brut Reserve NV;
Louis Roederer; Taittinger 1999 and
Bolly Grande Année 1999 to name
but a few. As soon as the first fumes
of the South Circular wafted in, the
reassuring sound of exploding corks
eased our marginal discomfort and
lack of aircon!.
We arrived in Reims and rapidly
settled into the Hotel de la Paix and
then headed off to Rilly La
Montagne, the charming village
where our very dear friend Phillip
Brugnon has his vineyards. We were
joined by Belgian German and Dutch
members and of course got cracking
on a bout of sabrage.
Bearing in mind this is still Friday
the 13th!!! Jules positioned himself,
as is his want, in the trajectory of the
airborne cork ready with the first
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exclamatory "hurrah". Suddenly Jules
was no more and I blame that cursed
monocle!! We all know it adds a
certain je ne sais quoi but when it
manifestly fails to distinguish between
two different levels of flooring, time
to bin it Jules and get a proper pair
of bi-focals ( Larry Grayson chain
optional!!).

Sadly our intrepid Ambassador
crashed down onto the cellar steps.
Yes, it has oft been said that Jules is
at his best when laid on his side but
this was a nasty fall which
necessitated hospitalisation after two
days of dogged determination by him
to keep the trip together. Whilst we
all allowed the very best of Burgundy
to enter our bodies; poor Julian had
to settle for a saline drip!!
Still on Friday the 13th are we not?
Well some local "voleurs" decided that
our van was worth breaking into and
so they did. They were obviously of a
higher social calibre than their ASBO
equivalents en Angleterre, as they
nicked half a dozen champagne flutes,
the fire extinguisher, road map of
England and the poor driver's prized
golf umbrella.
The Gala dinner to mark the 3eme

Chapitre Champenois au Vieux
Pressoir was a lavish affair in every
way; ball gowns mingled with black
tie, the champagne flowed effortlessly
and despite the searing heat the
atmosphere was infectious. Our
Belgian friends opted to dress more
casually and were in a better position
to take to the dance floor long after
we "Brits" had succumbed to the
rigours of such an indulgent evening.
No further mishaps to report folks as
the holiday was utterly fantastic. We
were all of differing ages and
experiences in the joyous world of
wine and no two days were the same.
We settled into a perfectly fine hotel
in Beaune which was our base for the
next five days. Jules had assiduously
compiled handy notes on our various
day trips and of all the wines we were
to taste and drink our way through.
I have visited several wine merchants
on my return home and have noticed
their eyes light up as I let slip
Chambolle-Musigny, Echezeaux,
Pommard, Maranges and Montrachet
( I particularly like knowing now that
this name is down to the local
mountain. Well it is more a big hill
with distorted "rickets" shapes).
Every day we had simply lovely food,
all in different settings some very
rustic with ubiquitous red and white
gingham tablecloths to the more
modern urban chic. Our evening
meals were no less than stunning
from the delightful garden setting of
the Hostellerie Le Cèdre in Beaune to
the Japanois inspired modernity of

Le Charlemagne in Pernand
Vergelesse.
Banishing all thoughts of school
chemistry lessons we all, rather
gingerly set about emptying their
contents over the intriguing dishes.
Throughout this friendly and
informative trip, we were in the safest
hands of Philippe Brugnon and Jean
François Bouchard who with his
gentle professorial air guided us in
our purchases. The damp musky
smell of the first cellar we entered at
the Domaine du Fief de Montjeu was
a knock out and remains with me
now. The obvious love which we
witnessed by all growers quite
infectious. We certainly did many of
them proud with our orders and can
look forward in the years to come
when our memories will be activated
by the wonderful bargains on offer.
The unenviable task of collating,
storing and despatching all our
purchases was down to the
indefatigable Philippe Brugnon who
was heroic throughout. If any reader
has any influence with the Elysée
Palace, may we suggest he is put up
for the next Legion d'honneur as he
most certainly earned it.
All thanks to Jules and others for
making this trip so enjoyable; roll on
the next one only this time we insist
that we avoid Friday the 13th and
that menacing monocle is returned to
the Imperial War Museum where it is
less likely to inflict grievous bodily
harm !!
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Report to the Grand Mâitre, Jean-Claude Jalloux
Here is the story of the Battle of 13th to 20th July 2007
Monsieur Philippe Brugnon ,Commander of the Order of the Golden Sabre, knew of the
impending arrival of his English counterpart who wanted to attack his prize - "The Old Press"
Immediately Philippe Brugnon informed his Confréres in Belgium, Holland, Germany and
France in order to get their help holding siege and with an important stock of ammunition in the
form of bottles and magnums as provisions for their resistance.
Sir Julian White, Ambassador of the Order of the Golden Sabre in the United Kingdom, contacted the Irish and the Scots to
secure their help.
There were 17 of them gathered in London. Their large carriage, being unavailable, they had no option but to use a smaller
carriage in which they had great difficulty inserting all of their ammunition from Burgundy and Champagne with their armour
(Sabres, Capes and flags).
On arrival in Rilly la Montagne they did not anticipate an ambush. Brugnon had dug a hole in his press and the Ambassador of
the United Kingdom fell in it, breaking two ribs.
Brave fighter, he got up to finish with the hostilities at a place called the Garenne Restaurant. A dozen magnums were fired there
that evening.
The following day saw the naval battle on the Marne, without the British Ambassador who was nursing his wounds. 48 bottles
were sabraged by the 70 participants.
Then the evening came and they got together at the Caveau of the Old Press to celebrate the 3rd birthday of its opening.
Dame Chevalier Kirsten of Germany led the procession as the vanguard for the Maître du Caveau, Philippe Brugnon, followed by
the Belgium Ambassador Luc De Vresse, the representative from The Netherlands , Jeroen Van Craaikamp, and the brave
British Ambassador who despite his injuries was also in the procession, followed by the representative of Ireland, Officer Gerard
O’Shea.
Five new Chevaliers were intronised. After several flutes of champagne they were entertained to a great dinner prepared by
Maison Schosseler of Taissy and their Chef Jean Marc.
Around 4 O’Clock in the morning. All the munitions had been fired (68 magnums, 24 bottles and 2 dozen
bottles of Claret and Burgundy) and the last combattants had retired to bed. During the(Sunday)
morning the Germans, English, Scots and Irish left to finish the Battle in Burgundy.
After 3 or 4 Tastings each day and many wonderful repasts, and not forgetting the Champagne around
the swimming pool at 5 O’Clock each evening, our Confrères returned again to Champagne and to the
restaurant Le Relais de Sillery to fire the last rounds of their ammunition (9
magnums). During our time there (in Burgundy) our German Confrères
departed in order to give a full account to our Grand Maître, Jean-Claude
Jalloux, of our memorable battle.
The Peace having been signed between all the belligerents, those present decided to
return the next year on 14th of July to celebrate the Armistice of this memorable
battle; with so many of the corpses in magnums and bottles strewn around the
ground having been decapitated with the sabre of the Maître de Caveau -

Philippe Brugnon
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New British
Sabrage Record
In February, as promised, Mark
Huntley set out to create a new British
Sabrage Record in one evening. As
usual, the Embassy Team of MaîtreSabreurs went to the Hotel du Vin,
Birmingham, to organise this. Before
the proceedings, three members of
staff also sabraged again and were
made extra Maîtres to join Jolyon
Griffiths, Dominique Largeron,
Gerard O’Shea and Nick Thomson in
the conveyor-belt of sabrage. We were
well prepared; with Nick feeding the
novices in to the sabrage lines and
taking down details, Gerard and
Jolyon supervising the sabreurs and
Dominique and I were intronising the
newly sabraged. A good constant
stream of cork-retrievers, and
prepared bottles carried by waiters
meant that we could achieve the 135 in
a little over two and a half hours.

now as General
Manager became the
Maître-Sabreur and
was invested as a
Chevalier too. Biagio
Iocono also became a
Maître- Sabreur and
Chevalier. A delightful
summer evening and
plenty of sabrage,
including new
chevaliers- Maureen
Page and Terry Payne.
Maureen’s father, Reg
was appointed a
Maître-Sabreur and
will be wielding his
sabre in Hampshire. It was also a
great pleasure to welcome Sir John
Mortimer as a Membre d’Honneur
(Chevalier) and he was duly sabraged
and intronised in his wheelchair. The
creator of Rumpole thoroughly
enjoyed himself.
Mark Huntley and James Nichols
have moved on and are now extraMaîtres for the Embassy team.

In June, the Hotel du Vin in Henleyon-Thames became a Caveau de
Sabrage and James Nichols, who
became a sabreur whilst at the
Winchester hotel some years before,

We were pleased to welcome
Sir John Mortimer as a
Membre d’Honneur

Hotel du Vin & Bistro

www.hotelduvin.com
BIRMINGHAM BRIGHTON BRISTOL CAMBRIDGE CHELTENHAM GLASGOW HARROGATE HENLEY-ON-THAMES TUNBRIDGE WELLS WINCHESTER
YORK NOVEMBER 07 POOLE APRIL 08 NEWCASTLE SUMMER 08 EDINBURGH SUMMER 08
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Livery Life –
Not Just Wining and Dining
“Attending two or three functions a
week may seem like lots of eating
and drinking, but there is a
downside”, says Judy Tayler-Smith,
“There are lots of meetings to
attend and much unpaid work to be
done that is time –consuming. It
also leads to an increased waistline,
a depleted bank balance and the
occasional heavy head on a
weekday”.

agreed to be our Master. I later joined
many other City organisations and
hold a variety of roles, including
Director of the City Livery Club,
Chairman of the City Livery Wine
Circle, Court Assistant of Cripplegate
Ward Club and Committee Member
of Farringdon Ward Club. I also am a
Liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Upholders (my Mother
Livery Company) and a Liveryman of
the Worshipful Company of
Basketmakers. As a result I attend
two or sometimes three functions per
week, as do many other people
involved in the City, ranging from
formal functions to educational
events.

The Livery Companies
Trade and craft organisations known
as guilds or livery companies have
flourished all over Europe for
centuries, but the City of London
companies are unique in their
number, diversity and the way in
which they have survived.

When the Editor asked me to write a
piece on the Livery Companies of the
City of London, I thought that I
would include my experiences with
some historical facts to share with
you my personal enjoyment of City
life.

My Association with the City
I have lived in the City of London all
my life and have been involved with
the Civic City for more than 20 years.
This started when I began working
for the City of London Corporation,
where I remained for 15 years and
became a Freeman of the City of
London in 1996. The first
organisation I joined was the Guild of
Freemen. The Guild is celebrating its
100th birthday in 2008 and we are
delighted that the Princess Royal has
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The early companies protected
customers, employers and employees
alike by checking standards of work
and weights and measures, imposing
severe penalties on those who broke
the rules. They controlled imports
and immigrant labour, and set wages
and working conditions. They also
trained the young in their particular
crafts and looked after members in
sickness and old age.
As the companies grew and
prospered in the 14th to 16th
centuries, they acquired halls as
permanent meeting places. These
were the locations to settle trade
disputes, bind apprentices (not
literally), elect masters and wardens,
and to discuss business and socialise.
The few medieval halls that survived
the Great Fire of London (1666)
succumbed to Victorian re-building or
the bombs of World War II, although
39 halls are still in existence today.
The number of livery companies has
fluctuated down the centuries but
they are once again on the increase,
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with new companies being formed at
a steady rate. These promote modern
skills and professional development in
industries that were unknown in
medieval times. The core ethos of all
livery companies today is fellowship,
welfare, education, supporting and
regulating trade and, at all times,
working in the best interests of the
communities in which they operate.
Some still own halls, schools,
almshouses, investments, land and
substantial charitable funds.
Today’s livery companies are not
leftovers of history but living
institutions. The Liverymen assemble
in Common Hall in the Guildhall to
carry out important functions in the
elections of the City’s government,
especially the elections of the Lord
Mayor and Sheriffs.
In the City, The Lord Mayor ranks in
precedence immediately after the
Sovereign. He is the Chief
Magistrate, presides over key City
institutions, receives heads of state
and is the City’s envoy throughout
the world. He is therefore not to be
confused with the Mayor of London,
Ken Livingstone, whose role is
entirely different. The Sheriffs attend
to the Lord Mayor in the discharge of
his official functions and are present
at every session of the Central
Criminal Court at the Old Bailey.
I hope this illustrates that the Livery
and Civic City has a very important
role and I am proud to be able to play
an active part in it.

The City Livery Club
I must also tell you about the City
Livery Club, of which I am very
fond, and have been a member of
their Board of Directors for four
years. The Club was founded in 1914
and its cardinal objective was to ‘bind
together in one organisation
Liverymen of the various Guilds by
bonds of common interest in defence
of all the citizens hold dear…in
service to the ancient Corporation
and in maintenance of the priceless
City churches.’ Little has changed
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am on the committee of the London
Branch of the International Wine and
Food Society, which is a fantastic
organisation and holds a range of fine
wine tastings, restaurant visits and
other intriguing events to excite the
gourmet and wine connoisseur in us all.
This all brings me back rather
conveniently to the Confrérie du
Sabre d’Or, a jolly splendid
organisation, run by even more
splendid and friendly people. Joining
the Confrérie reminded me of one of
the ‘perks’ of being a Freeman of the
City of London, which is to be able to
“go about the City with a drawn
sword.” Having been made a MaîtreSabreur and receiving my own sabre
at the Annual Summer Party this
year, I had never considered the
relevance - until now.
since then and membership of the
Club is representative of practically
all the Guilds, who make up the bulk
of the membership.
The Club’s original meeting place was
at De Keyser’s Royal Hotel. Sir
Polydore de Keyser was a Belgian
waiter who came to London to make
his fortune and built the 400 room
hotel in 1874 near Blackfriars, on the
site of the current Unilever House.
The hotel hosted many Guildhall
banquets and was the first meeting
place of the City Livery Club before
being demolished in 1930-1. Having
received British nationality, de
Keyser became Lord Mayor of
London in 1887; the first Catholic to
be elected to the office since the
Reformation.
After a number of relocations which
included Bow Lane, the Chapter
House in St. Paul’s Churchyard, the
Butchers’ Hall, Sion College and the
Insurers’ Hall, the Club is now in the
Baltic Exchange building. This is the
world’s premiere shipping market
where brokers arrange ocean
transportation of bulk cargoes.
Named after the Virginia and Baltick
Coffee House, the Exchange is an
excellent venue for Club members to
have lunch, a drink or perhaps just a
coffee.
Despite the many changes to the
Club’s home over the years, the
enduring spirit of hospitality remains,
allowing members to enjoy the

congenial company of friends and
fellow Liverymen.
As well as the Club’s own diary of
functions, there are also many special
interest groups who operate their own
programme of events, including
motoring, music, bridge, investments,
antiques, aero, golf and wine.
As Chairman of the Wine Circle, I

I have been happy to recommend the
Confrérie to people and organisations
in the City over the last few years and
am delighted that so many fellow
Liverymen have joined, a number of
whom have gone on to become
Chevaliers. Their consensus is that
the Confrérie is amazing value and a
refreshing change, whilst still
enjoying some of
the pomp and
ceremony that
the City has
experienced for
many years.

Julian White receives the Freedom of the City of London
can report that our members adhere
fervently to the spirit of one of the
City’s graces: “Good wine, good meat,
good God – let’s eat!”

More Food and Drink and the
Confrérie du Sabre d’Or!
As if the numerous City lunches and
dinners aren’t enough, my husband,
Simon, and I also love fine dining. I

Long may the
Confrérie du
Sabre d’Or
continue to
grow in
membership.
Indeed, as we
say in the City:
“May it flourish,
root and
branch.”

Judy Tayler-Smith is an OfficierSabreur and is Connétable of the City
of London for the Confrérie du Sabre
d’Or
With acknowledgement to ‘Sheep Over
London Bridge’ by Caroline Arnold,
published by the Corporation of London,
1995.
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The

Grogger

The Continued Ramblings of a grumpy old wine drinker.
Another year, and another large quantity of
Champagne, Claret and Burgundy often served in very
small glasses. Actually, the champagne flute is fine if on
the smaller side as constant topping up is preferable to a
vulgar glass with the champagne getting warmer and
flatter with every minute. But the red wine glass must
have volume to allow the evolution of the wine when
poured. Most red wines that are served in restaurants
are very young and need space as well as time to
breathe. Large glasses are the ideal and those tiny little
Paris goblets that are produced must go.
I like the idea of the wine glass
illustrated here as it satisfies my lust for
a large proportion of what’s going! It is
the very glass you proffer when someone
invites you to have some of his wine.
However, it is not the best for the
purposes of rapidly aerating a red wine.
It did, nonetheless, act as a decanter
when I snatched three-quarters of my
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friend’s best
VosneRomanée “Les
Suchots”,
recently. Good
move, I
thought.
What is really
irritating, is
the desire of
the waiter to
put water into the largest of the three or four glasses laid
before you. He then puts the red wine in the next size
down. Who taught sommeliers to do this? The white
wine is then relegated to something little better than an
eye-bath.
A major problem has arisen in the serving of wines by
the glass. Amongst the 20 billion or so petty rules
governing our lives is the dictum of glass-size with legal
quantities to be served in restaurants and bars. I was in
a wine bar and was offered the choice of a standard or
large measure and, opting of course for the latter, the
wine shortly arrived topped to the brim with a positive
meniscus which I had to syphon off by stooping my
head down to the table. Moustache, monocle and nose
duly baptised much to the enjoyment of my audience.
The bar was short of largish glasses but, fearing the
local “on trade” Gestapo, they ensured that I had the
right amount of centilitres if nothing else.
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The Caveaux
Where you can sabrage and join
the fastest growing Champagne Club.
The MillenniumGloucester Hotel
Harrington Gardens, London SW7
Reservation
+44 (0) 20 7331 6195
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7373 6030
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7373 0409
Reservations.gloucester@mill-cop.com
www.millenniumhotels.com

The Café Royal
68 Regent Street, London W8 5EL
Reservation
+44 (0) 20 7025 7100
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7437 9090
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7025 7146
Daniel.pedreschi@lemeridien.com
www.lemeridien.com
www.caferoyal.co.uk

The Grosvenor
House Hotel
Park Lane, London W1K 7TN
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7499 6363
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7493 3341
Sales
+44 (0) 20 7399 8075

Maître-Sabreur Andrew Tan is also the director of the
Conference Centre. The hotel has a newly refurbished
ballroom, the Century Suite and this is just the place for one of
our Gala events. The Millennium, which has hosted many of
our great parties, has superb accommodation spanning Bailey’s
Hotel too. It is in the heart of South Kensington’s splendid
gastronomy, situated just two minutes walk from Gloucester
Road Tube Station, which serves as the gateway to the rest of
London. Knightsbridge, renowned for its shopping is just 10
minutes away as are the shops of Kensington High Street, and
the attractions of Kensington Palace and Gardens. The
splendid Conservatory is the perfect place for our Annual
Summer Party in June
Daniel Pedreschi is the Resident Manager and MaîtreSabreur. The Café Royal, our first Caveau, has hosted many
events and Daniel is supervising a huge complex of
entertaining rooms with a big plan for the future, recapturing
the old glory of this place. Hotel accommodation for the Café
Royal’s guests is at The Hotel Piccadilly, just around the
corner. The Café Royal is the chosen venue for a wide variety
of events including wine tastings, private dinners and
conferences.

Frequented by royalty, celebrities and business leaders since
its opening in 1928, the historic Grosvenor House continues its
time-honoured tradition for the exceptional style, service and
facilities expected from a 5-star luxury hotel in London’s
Mayfair. The Maître-Sabreur is the General Manager –
Anthony Stewart-Moore and his deputy is Steve Laine, the
Director of Restaurants. The sabre hangs with a welcome and
a challenge behind the bar and a Champagne List to match.
The refurbishment may continue for some months more but
drop in and sabrage. It is a multi-million pound restoration
and the Confrérie will have an event there as soon as possible.
The public reception rooms and suites are splendid. The
afternoon tea or a light lunch in the Park Room is a must do.

Hintlesham Hall
Hotel
Hintlesham, Near Ipswich
Suffolk IP8 3NS
Telephone
+44 (0) 1473 652334
Fax
+44 (0) 1473 652463
dludlow@hintleshamhall.com
www.hintleshamhall.com

Chevalier and Maître-Sabreur Dee Ludlow owns this
prestigious property, set in beautiful gardens and with
stunning reception rooms. Gastronomic Dinners, receptions
and corporate events are all part of the Hotel’s arrangements.
There is a golf-course and all the best facilities a great Country
House can offer. Fine wines and splendid dining await you in
this charming part of East Anglia. Rapid trains to Ipswich
make a visit a simple operation without the bother of driving
on the crowded routes out of London.
Dee Ludlow, who is also Connétable for Essex and Suffolk,
has held many major events for the Confrérie and the next is
planned for June 2008, but you never know when another
surprise might pop up, so keep in touch with her wonderful
Country Manor House hotel.
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The Caveaux
Mandarin Oriental
Hyde Park Hotel
66 Knightsbridge, London SW1X 7LA
Reservation
+44 (0) 20 7201 3723
+44 (0) 20 7201 3722
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7235 2000
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7235 2001
borisp@mohg.com
www.mandarinoriental.com

Built in 1889, the Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park has long been
recognised as one of London’s grandest hotels. Located in the
heart of fashionable Knightsbridge , within walking distance of
the top luxury boutiques of Sloane Street and the Brompton
Road. Close also to the theatres of the West End. Each
bedroom has been individually furnished in true Victorian
style with state-of-the art technology. The two restaurants and
the stylish Mandarin bar are modern, contemporary and
cutting edge.
For the ultimate in relaxation, the Spa at the hotel is a place
where East meets West to blend harmoniously and to create a
haven of tranquillity, rejuvenating both body and spirit.
The Caveau has been the venue for our Spring Gala Dinners
since 2004 and will be in 2008 . Chevalier Christoph Mares is
the General Manager and Maître-Sabreur of this splendid hotel.

Grim’s Dyke Hotel
Old Redding, Harrow Weald
Middlesex HA3 6SH
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 8385 3100
Fax
+44 (0) 20 8954 4560
Email: enquiries@grimsdyke.com
www.grimsdyke.com

Hotel du Vin & Bistro
Birmingham
Church Street, Birmingham B3 2NR
Tel +44 (0) 121 200 0600
Fax +44 (0) 121 236 0889
Henley-on-Thames
New Street, Henley-on-Thames,
Oxon RG9 2BP
Tel +44 (0) 1491 848 400
Fax +44 (0) 1491 848 401

This is a splendid location for a wedding or civil partnership
and the couple can sabrage to complete their day.
There have been many Soirées de Sabrage with Dinner and
investitures of Chevaliers and there will be two more in 2008.

This astoundingly successful Hotel group has 4 sabres rattling
in their hotels. Each hotel is noted for comfort, a wonderful
wine list and varied cuisine. Birmingham is the largest, with
the present UK sabrage record in one day. Henley opened this
year with another crop of new sabreurs and Chevaliers.

www.hotelduvin.co.uk

Tunbridge Wells
Crescent Road, Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN1 2LY
Tel +44 (0) 1892 526 455
Fax +44 (0) 1892 512 044

The Tower
Guoman Hotel
St Katharine's Way
London E1W 1LD
Telephone
+44 (0)870 333 9106
Fax
+44 (0)870 333 9206
Email: tower@guoman.com
www.guoman.com
30

Chevalier John Parker is the Maître-Sabreur of this famous
country home of Sir William Gilbert, the librettist and half of
the Operetta Duo. Set in beautiful grounds and with the best
facilities, you are assured of a wonderful stay and the finest
gastronomy. There are evenings of Sabrage, Gilbert & Sullivan
light opera and Call My Wine Bluff to add to the enjoyment.

Winchester
Southgate Street, Winchester,
Hampshire SO23 9EF
Tel +44 (0) 1962 841 414
Fax +44 (0) 1962 842 458

On the north bank of the Thames alongside Tower Bridge and
the Tower of London, this modern London hotel also
overlooks St Katharine's Dock as well as being very close to
the financial district. The Tower Hotel has 19 meeting rooms,
the largest of which seats 600 theatre style, added to over 800
bedrooms. It became a Caveau in 2007 with Iain Waite and
James McDevitt as Maitre-Sabreurs. It has been chosen as
the host venue for the Autumn Gala Ball 2007.
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The Caveaux
The Boat Inn
Stoke Bruerne, Nr Towcester
Northamptonshire
NN12 7SB
Telephone
+44 (0) 1604 862428
andrew@boatinn.co.uk
www.boatinn.co.uk

Davy’s
City Pipe
33 Foster Lane, Off Cheapside
London EC2V 6HD
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7606 2110
Reservations +44 (0) 20 7606 8721
Chopper Lump
10c Hanover Square, London
W1R 9HD
Reservations +44 (0) 20 7499 7569
www.davy.co.uk

Le Vacherin
76-77 South Parade, Chiswick
London W4 5LF
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 8742 2121
Fax
+44 (0) 20 8742 0799
malcolm.john4@btinternet.com
www.levacherin.co.uk

Sir Christopher Wren’s
House Hotel & Spa
Thames Street, Windsor
Berkshire SL4 1PX
Telephone
+44 (0) 1753 861 354
Fax
+44 (0) 1753 860 172
gm@windsor.wrensgroup.com
www.sirchristopherwren.co.uk

The Light Cavalry
C/o The Honourable Artillery
Company
Armoury House, City Road London
EC1Y 2BQ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7388 1920 (Tony Jewell)
32

Officier-Sabreur Andrew Woodward is from a long family line
of owners of this historic Inn on the Grand Union Canal.
Andrew is also Connétable for his County and with his strong
connections locally, you are sure to meet all the right people!
He holds a Spring and End of Summer Champagne dinner
with bags of sabrage and investiture of Chevaliers.

Few people in the City of London, Docklands or the West
End are unfamiliar with Davy’s Wine Bars. Our City Caveau
is The City Pipe, close to Saint Paul’s and the West End is The
Chopper Lump in Mayfair. Davy’s wine list is built on the
sound basic 14 Own Label wines that are excellent value and
quality. Upon this follows a range of fine French and New
World wines. A full range of menus is available to cover
private parties as well as daily desires such as rib-eye steak
and potted shrimps. You can be sure of a warm welcome if you
are a sabreur, and if you haven’t yet sabraged- you soon will!
Chevalier Maître Sabreur Marian Arieta-Perez awaits your
pleasure at The City Pipe and Laura Townend has recently
been appointed to the Chopper Lump.

Chef Patron Malcolm John is the Maître-Sabreur of this fine
restaurant in Chiswick. He has now held three packed June
nights of Sabrage and any occasion when he organises a
gastronomic adventure with Champagne it is a sell-out. Le
Vacherin is written-up in all the good food guides as a gem of a
find in west London. Book early to avoid disappointment.

Sheltering beneath the ramparts of Windsor Castle, Sir
Christopher Wren's House Hotel enjoys a setting of
remarkable beauty on the corner of Eton Bridge. The 17th
Century hotel holds a unique place in English Heritage.
Chevalier Alexandra Pinguet is Maître-Sabreur of this
wonderful Thames side Hotel and Spa which adds perfect
relaxation after their events. There is alsways plenty of
excitement here as a number of fun events are planned
including Murder Mystery and Sabrage evenings with tutored
tastings.

The Maître-Sabreur is Chevalier David Jeffcoat. The Caveau
operates out of the HAC’s barracks and also around the City
Livery companies.
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The Caveaux
Northcote Manor
Northcote Road, Langho
Blackburn, Lancashire BB6 8BE
Telephone
+44 (0) 1254 240 555
Fax
+44 (0 1254 246 568
CraigBancroft@northcotemanor.com
www.northcotemanor.com

Northcote Manor is an established respected restaurant with
rooms, which has been run by the joint proprietors, Nigel
Haworth and Craig Bancroft, since 1983. It became a Caveau
in 2005 and held its first Soirée de Sabrage and Champagne
dinner in March 2006. We hope that 2008 will bring a return
to the Art of Sabrage. The Manor offers fourteen individual
double bedrooms and pleasure with dinner continues through
to Nigel's famous Lancashire breakfasts! Nigel was awarded a
Michelin star in 1996 and continues to hold this with many
other accolades. Meanwhile Craig has created a cellar to
compliment the food and challenge even the most adventurous
of palate.
Chevalier Craig is the Maître-Sabreur as well as being very
much the charming and gallant host of this famous watering
hole set in Lancashire’s beautiful Ribble Valley. Apart from
just staying over, you can join in the splendid Gourmet Breaks
or use the facilities for Corporate events and weddings. The
Bridal couple will be invited to sabrage too!

Royal Garden Hotel
2-24 Kensington High Street
London W8 4PT
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7937 8000
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7361 1991
www.royalgardenhotel.co.uk

The Lamb at Hindon
(Boisdale Plc)

Hindon,
Wiltshire, SP3 6DP
Telephone:
+44 (0) 1747 820 573
Facsimile:
+44 (0) 1747 820 605
info@lambathindon.co.uk
www.lambathindon.co.uk

Bedford Lodge Hotel
Bury Road
Newmarket, Suffolk, CB8 7BX
Telephone:
+44 (0) 1638 663 175
Facsimile:
+44 (0) 1638 667 391
info@bedfordlodgehotel.co.uk
www.bedfordlodgehotel.co.uk
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As a member of the internationally renowned Goodwood
Group, the Royal Garden Hotel stands proudly as one of its
finest examples. Added to this pedigree is the location. From
the uppermost floors the vista incorporates Kensington Palace,
the Gardens, Hyde Park, the Royal Albert Hall, the capital’s
rooftops and colourful mews houses. The horizon above the
trees is punctuated with London’s iconic architecture, from St
Paul’s Cathedral to the Houses of Parliament. Chevalier
Graham Bamford is the General Manager and Maître-Sabreur,
commanding an experienced team of experts in every
department and bringing warm geniality to every guest. The
hotel hosted our 14th Grand Chapitre and Autumn Gala Ball
in 2006.

One of Boisdale’s “English settlements south of the Tartan
Curtain”, the Lamb began trading as a public house probably
as early as the 12th Century. By 1870 it was already well
established as a posting inn that supplied 300 post horses for
coaches going to and from London and the West Country. To
this day the building retains plenty of its original character and
features including inglenook fireplaces, flag stone floors and
heavy wooden beams. Inside you will find the Dining Room,
the Whisky Bar, the Sitting Room and the Meeting Room as
well as fourteen individually furnished bedrooms. The food
reflects the best combination of traditional Scottish fayre with
local English roasts and is only 20 mile from Salisbury.
Anthony Hughes-Onslow is the Maître-Sabreur and General
Manager of The Lamb.
Chevalier Cyril Bray is Maître-Sabreur of this hotel, once the
Newmarket racing residence of the Dukes of Bedford. It is a
haven of peace and calm, spectacularly situated in 3 acres of
beautiful rose gardens in Newmarket, Suffolk. Parts of the
hotel date back to the 17th century, yet its luxurious facilities
are very much 21st century. Offering stylish well-appointed
guestrooms and luxurious suites, spacious conference and
meeting rooms, excellent cuisine in the award-winning
Orangery restaurant and a first class health club with
sparkling 15m indoor heated pool, Jacuzzi bath, sauna and
steam rooms.
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The Caveaux
Lythe Hill Hotel & Spa
Haslemere
Surrey GU27 3BQ
Telephone:
+44 (0) 1428 651 251
Facsimile:
+44 (0) 1428 644 131
lythe@lythehill.co.uk
www.lythehill.co.uk

Whitworth Hall
Country Park Hotel
Spennymoor
Co. Durham, DL16 6QX
Telephone:
+44 (0) 1388 811 772
Facsimile:
+44 (0) 1388 818 669
enquiries@whitworthhall.co.uk
www.whitworthhall.co.uk

Au Vieux Pressoir
16 Rue Carnot
51500 Rilly-la-Montagne, France
Telephone
+33 (0)3 26 03 44 89
Fax
+33 (0)3 26 03 46 02
pbrugnon@aol.com

Old and new combine to form a charming hamlet of distinctive
buildings. Set in thirty acres of tranquil Surrey countryside,
the small luxury Lythe Hill Hotel and Spa offers the perfect
retreat for the discerning guest. Chevalier David Armstrong is
the General Manager and Maître-Sabreur of this Hotel. He
will hold another Soirée de Sabrage in the Spring of 2007 with
a champagne dinner, bed and breakfast arrangement. The
following day you can recover in the fabulous spa! In the 14th
century Tudor House there is the award winning Auberge de
France restaurant; so you can make a weekend of this visit.
The Hotel is situated in a 73 acre historic parkland with a
Victorian Walled Garden, and many other features including
Britain’s most northerly vineyard. Shafto’s Inn and Restaurant
is a perfect end to a day exploring the park and the beautiful
Durham countryside. Activities include the coarse fishing on
the lake and feeding the deer. There are three golf courses
close by. Alternatively, there is historic Durham city and its
cathedral only minutes away.
Chevalier Chris Thompson is the Maître-Sabreur of this
Caveau. The Hotel is a very popular venue for conferences
and weddings.
Apart from being a very busy Viticulteur en Champagne,
Philippe Brugnon is also a Maître Sabreur with his own
caveau. Champagne Brugnon welcomes visitors to his caves to
taste his 1er Cru production and to sabrage. He holds an
annual Chapitre around Quattorze Juillet followed by a Soirée
de Gala attended by the Grand Council. This attracts visitors
as well as new candidates for investiture as Chevaliers of the
Order. Incidentally, the party can go on for days and only
those with stamina will survive.
Philippe is also our Consul-General and represents the British
Embassy of the Confrérie in Champagne.

The Coach House
College Farm, Bridge Street
Bampton, Oxon OX18 2HG
Telephone
+44 (0) 1993 851 041
Mobile
+44 (0) 7910 671 892
info@thecoachhousebampton.co.uk
(Bookings for accommodation at the Coach House)
robin@shuckburgh.co.uk
(For contacting the Connétable d’Oxfordshire)
www.thecoachhousebampton.co.uk

Mirathon
Baleyssagues, 47120 Duras, France
Tel
+33 (0)5 53 83 08 47
sue.don@wanadoo.fr
www.lot-et-garonne-gites.com

Robin Shuckburgh and his wife Pip have a purpose built
conversion of a 17th century coach house, providing B and B
for their visitors. It has double bedrooms with elegant
bathrooms en suite, delightful rooms and inner courtyard.
Bampton is 11 miles from Burford; 15 miles from Blenheim
Palace. After touring the Cotswolds this is the place to rest
your head, but not before sabraging Champagne and having
dinner in one of the many restaurants in this beautiful area of
England.

Mirathon is a 17th century farmhouse in the SW of France
with the landscape of farming and vineyards. It has four
individually designed Gites, swimming pool, sun terraces and
delightful gardens. The Côtes de Duras are within easy reach
of Bordeaux and Saint Emilion. The local facilities include
golfing, water-sports, evening markets and great restaurants.
You are sure of a good time chez Don and Sue Brewer.
Apart from being a caveau, Don is also our Consul General in
South West France.
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The Caveaux
Piãno, Kensington
106 Kensington High Street
London W8 4SG
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7938 4664
Fax
+44 (0) 20 7938 4664
info@pianokensington.com
www.pianokensington.com

The Embassy Caveau
c/o 44 Peel Street, Kensington
London W8 7PD
Telephone
+44 (0) 20 7727 0780
Mobile
+44 (0) 20 7229 4955
Julianwhite@tinyworld.co.uk
embassy@confreriedusabredor.co.uk
julian@callmywinebluff.co.uk
julian@julianwhite.com
www.confreriedusabredor.co.uk
for up to date news of the Club
www.callmywinebluff.co.uk
for full details on this panel game
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Chevalier Maître-Sabreur Bazz Norton is an accomplished
pianist and entertainer and has his sabre at the ready hanging
behind the bar. Bazz has a team of other jazz musicians as well
as his lovely wife, Moya, to entertain you, with Champagne
and a sensible menu of English and Continental dishes,
without fuss. Piano is described in the press as “One of the
best nights out in London”

There are 32 Maître-Sabreurs operating out of the Embassy
and available to help at events not being held in caveaux. The
Councillors, Echevins and Connétables sabrage a large
number of new sabreurs, thereby introducing the Confrérie to
a wider audience. Through these introductions we meet new
caveaux. We can also set up a temporary caveau for weddings
and civil partnerships or a conference and “an end of term
beano” for example.
When a Maître de Caveau leaves the appointment he or she
becomes an Extraordinary Maître-Sabreur accredited to the
Embassy Caveau ( a full list is on page 6)
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Paul Follows recounts
EVERY DAY LIFE at
GRIM’S DYKE
HOTEL, described by
some as Hotel Babylon
and others Fawlty Towers,
it shows the best of
British eccentricity
mixed with comic light
opera.
I was in reception and the duty
receptionist, Leon, had been with the
hotel for around 20 years and was
described once as “a dear little man”
by Pattie Burn, who writes for the
Daily Telegraph about places to stay
which she visits with her husband,
incognito.

rabbits around the grass shouting
“Soup! Soup! Soup!” I don’t think he
ever managed to catch one.
Grim’s Dyke is a favourite spot as a
film location and we have had a few
film companies who have shocked the
residents with some Takes in the
gardens. A 17th century ladies’ duel
that is customarily fought topless,
gave lunchtime guests a spot of
entertainment, “Good God” said one
elderly gentleman on seeing such a
spectacle, much to the consternation
of his wife who got more annoyed the
more he ignored her and continued to
view what was happening on the
lawn.
A more recent event was when a
young boy of eight was buried up to
his neck in a flower bed with the
spectacle of a slightly mad father
watering his flower beds; first
watering the flowers, then his son’s
head and then more flowers as if this
was a normal every day occurrence!
But strange goings on make life so
much fun and continue the quirky
expression that is so much – us. I
wouldn’t want change this.

news, and imagining the scene, I said
“Well it has never happened whilst I
have been in the foyer! I know that
we eventually want five stars but was
not intending to try for it so early!!”
Luckily, she saw the funny side of it.
Of course, there is always a rational
explanation for all Babylonish or
Fawlty incidents and this was no
exception. Later that evening, the
conference leader came to see me and
leaving her delegates in the Library
Bar we went back into the conference
room to give me some feedback on
the very first conference the company
had held at Grim’s Dyke. Having
complimented my staff I turned and
said, “Sue, can I now give you some
feedback I have received?” Her
nodding prompted me to remark that
I had a report of a half naked lady
emerging from your conference this
afternoon. She looked surprised and
exclaimed “Oh I know - it was me”.
She went on to explain that she was
demonstrating massage to her female
pupils and a call came through from
head office which she could not take
in front of the delegates, so she had to
leave quickly with her mobile phone.

A Japanese gentleman arrived at the
hotel to check in and whilst he was
filling in his registration card, Leon
was organising his key and
summoning a porter. Suddenly this
new resident asked “Do you rent
guns?” Leon, not quite believing what
he had heard said “Pardon?” “Do you
rent guns” he repeated. “GUNS!”
So, a month ago when the AA hotel
I think my favourite complaint was a
Leon exclaimed. “Yes, Guns. You
inspector gave us a surprise visit, I
letter from a couple who held their
know guns to shoot”, holding his
overcame my annoyance. It was to be
wedding at Grim’s Dyke and stayed
hands in a rifle shooting position. “
an afternoon visit and not an evening
on their wedding night.
TO SHOOT !!!! TO SHOOT ..
one, so she would not be able to try
WHAT?” was Leon’s alarming reply;
our restaurant. We have been trying
The letter is for all to read as it
holding his hands as if he had been
for an additional rosette and this visit
stimulates the most imaginative mind
asked to stick them up.
to the point of boggling. I
…. We had a wonderful wedding at your hotel last weekend and cannot compliment the
“Rabbits” he replied,
hope that at their future
serving staff and chefs highly enough. We retired to our Gilbert Suite bedroom and in the
pointing to the rabbits
wedding anniversaries both
morning enjoyed our champagne breakfast which was delivered promptly at 10am.
that were munching on
will recall the incident, with
We then started to get ready to vacate the room by 11am. My new wife was thankfully in
the grass visible from
great fondness!
her nightclothes starting to pack our suitcases whilst I was shaving in the bathroom.
reception. “Shoot our
Suddenly
the
bedroom
door
opened
and
a
little
old
lady
entered,
followed
by
another
little
My secretary was in
rabbits!!” Leon protested,
hysterics and so was I by
“Certainly not! We prefer old lady and another and another until the room was quite full.
the end of the letter as I
They proceeded to look about the room commenting on how charming it was, looking at
to see them running
the fireplace and some of the original furniture. I came out of the bathroom, got the
could see that it was
around not in pies!!”
perfunctory nod then was totally ignored. One lady said that she was sorry but they just
developing into a perfect
want to come and have a look at the room which was lovely; I said that, yes we spent our
A while later Leon was
script for that celebrated
wedding night here last night. After a few more exchanges I think the penny dropped that
telling the night porter
TV series.
they had intruded on us. They said “Oh well we’d better leave you as it’s your bedroom
about what happened
and they slowly filed out of the room…ONLY to be replaced by a similar number of
I was a tad mad with the
when the resident
gentlemen
who
stated
“Well
if
they
have
seen
it
we
want
to
too”
and
we
suddenly
had
a
company who organise
suddenly appeared at the
guided tours of Gilbert and
desk to ask if he could be similar number of men enter the room to study the décor…...
Sullivan as they usually
let in to his room as he
would
not
cover
this
award
.
Anyway,
come
to
reception
to see which parts
had locked himself out. Leon
whilst talking to her prior to a show
of the house they can view. On this
indicated to the night porter that this
round of our newly refurbished
occasion the little old ladies had other
was the person he was referring to
bedrooms, she asked about the
ideas.
earlier. Shortly, having let our
business. When I pointed to the
Japanese guest into his room, the
As I always say “There is nothing
Drawing Room, explaining that we
night porter returned, laughing.
grim about Grim’s Dyke…its all very
use
it
for
conferences
and
private
Apparently on the way to the garden
entertaining!”
parties she suddenly said “Do you
lodge they were chatting and when
know what happened a few minutes
the porter held the lodge entrance
before you arrived?” Shaking my
door open for him the guest had
head, she said “Well, the Drawing
disappeared. Wondering where he
room door flew open and a half
went and searching for him he
naked woman ran out pursued by
Paul giving firm
eventually found him on the rear
another
who
threw
a
blanket
over
instructions at
lawn of the lodge chasing young
her.” Being taken aback by such
Grim’s Dyke
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We hope you have enjoyed this edition of the Golden
Sabre Magazine. If you wish to receive details of our
events by email, please contact
gerardoshea@ntlworld.com
who will record your details to forward you the
Confrérie bi-monthly newsletter
Alternatively visit the Contact Page on our website
www.confreriedusabredor.co.uk
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The Autumn Gala Ball
THE ROYAL GARDEN HOTEL
Autumn 2006
An evening fit for royalty was presented by the Royal Garden Hotel, at the 14th Grand Chapitre Britannique.
The hotel was a delightful setting for a night of flashing sabres, glittering finery and sparkling bubbles as ladies
and gentlemen drank their fill, ate copious amounts, and drank their fill again into the early hours. As usual,
our resident band Shine did not disappoint and revellers had many a sore foot the next day in their attempts to
keep up with the non-stop music. A highlight of the evening was the promotion of our much-loved and
respected champagne maker, Officier Phillipe Brugnon, to the rank of Commandeur with the sabrage of a
jeroboam of his very own finest.
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The Spring Gala Dinner
THE MANDARIN ORIENTAL HOTEL
Spring 2007
Splendid, splendid, splendid, were the resounding cries of guests as reluctantly they left yet another
stunning evening at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel. The Spring Gala Dinner 2007 was a glittering
occasion where the champagne flowed (literally) and guests were indulged to the hilt with fine food
and entertainment. A bevy of new Chevaliers and Officiers were promoted on the night, with two
members of Council being made Commandeurs. As ever, the hotel and staff did their utmost to make
us feel welcome and we look forward to our next visit with growing impatience.
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Bubbly Britain

The rise of champagne in the British Market by Julian White
Champagne consumption continues
apace. The overselling of champagne
for the Millennium

celebrations resulted in a
record 327 million bottles
in 1999. This was followed by a
serious drop down in 2000 to 253
million bottles, because of overstocking, but sales reached
321 million in 2006.
Champagne has truly enjoyed a great
recovery since the post-millennial
hangover. How can you help

souls are trying to catch up with me.
Just consider for one brief moment
how to add excitement to opening a
bottle of Champagne. Having
dismissed the idea of spraying the
contents over your chums, you will
probably recall from a movie some
dashing swordsman severing the top
off and the contents running down a
pyramid of glasses. Of course, the
Monaco Grand Prix will have a

grand finale at which a magnificent
Jeroboam of Champagne will be
opened by the victor and the
equivalent of four bottles of this
wonderful wine will not even reach
the throats of the vanquished. It is
the custom to spray all and sundry
and, considering the heat of the day,
it is a welcome lowering of
temperature after the chequered flag.

Continued on page 44

Confrérie du Sabre d’Or
Ambassade du Royaume Uni

to maintain this trend?

France’s biggest Champagne export
market is the United Kingdom and
the British can be relied on to strive
for continued premiership. The
French market accounts for 56% of
the total sales but the export market
is growing faster. It is also growing
faster in Japan and the new members
of the EU. I do my very best to keep
Britain in the frame for Number One
by opening a bottle at 11am daily.
This is just the right moment to
appreciate it and I encourage my
friends to do the same. Alas, it seems
that today’s hard-working souls
cannot be refreshed by the fruits of
Reims and Epernay but by those of
such places as Buxton and Evian.
There are even restaurants that boast
hoards of designer waters. No
wonder that there is far too much
binge drinking later in the day. Poor
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The Confrérie was founded in 1986 in order to continue the tradition of
Sabrage that was first performed more than 200 years ago in the Cavalry
regiments during the Napoleonic Wars. The Order promotes Champagne
through the recruitment of Caveaux de Sabrage, usually hotels and
Restaurants, where guests can, under the supervision of a Maître-Sabreur,
chop off the top of the bottle and enjoy the contents. The new ‘sabreur’ is then
intronised – welcomed to the Order with the accolade:“In the name of Noah, Father of the Vine, of Saint Vincent, the Patron of
Vignerons, I declare that you are a Sabreur of the Order of the Confrérie du
Sabre d’Or”
The sabreur progresses through the Order by attending events and sabraging
a bottle again to become a Chevalier and after 5 years invited to sabrage a
Magnum and become an Officer of the Order. Some years later the Officer
may sabrage a Jeroboam at a Grand Chapitre to become a Commander. The
British Chapter of the Order holds two major Gala events annually and
several soirées de sabrage around the country at which Sabreurs can progress
their Art of Sabrage.
In the UK today, there are nearly 4,000 sabreurs, of which nearly 400 have
become Chevaliers and some 30 having been promoted to Officer and on to
Commander. To mark the 20th anniversary of the Order, the Grand Maître
instituted the new highest rank of Grand Commandeur at the Grand
International event held last November in Paris. The UK Embassy of the
Order is based in London with Ambassador Julian White and a Council of
six, supported by Regional Constables and Aldermen and a host of MaîtreSabreurs who teach the Art and ensure the safety of Sabrage.
“After thousands of sabrages,” says Julian, “ we have only had accidents
ocurring when someone brings the blade down sharply on the bottle, failing
to observe the instruction to slide the sabre along the glass. This results in a
shower of Champagne, dowsing the candidate, and the Maître, but no more
harm than that. Possibly 0.5% of all occasions. The ladies often perform the
Art better than men as they apply some elegance to the task instead of
summoning vast amounts of testosterone to decapitate a bottle, which is cold
and weak under pressure and rearing to pop anyway! It really is very easy.”
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The
Boat
Inn
STOKE BRUERNE

Full Service Restaurant
overlooking the Lock

Lounge and Traditional
Canalside Bars

Party facilities
for up to 100

Tel: 01604 862428 • www.boatinn.co.uk
Opposite the Canal Museum

Nr Towcester, Northamptonshire. NN12 7SB

Public and Private
Charter Boat Trips
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That dashing swordsman is no real
alternative either. This is all show and
is contrived as a visual event without
audience participation. Actually, it is
not possible to cut off the top as
shown in the movies. It has to be
done with the noble Art of Sabrage,
sliding the sabre along the glass up
towards the annulus underneath the
cork, which then flies off. This easy
yet exciting manoeuvre is so
spectacular it is attracting a growing
number of fans to perform the act
prior to drinking champagne, even at
home. A word of advice: don’t bother
with the pyramid of glasses. There is
usually an accident when removing
the wrong glass which you hadn’t
appreciated was the crucial and
pivotal key to the alcoholic edifice!
Also, the glass sides and stem are
sticky with champagne juice and
unpleasant to handle.
Cavalry officers in the Napoleonic
Wars liked to keep their hands dry
and uniforms smart. So the proper
sabrage of the bottle was essential
and so much easier than the napkin
and a sprained wrist trying to ease
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the cork out of the bottle. It was
probably just as well at the time that
there were no sommeliers to prance
around doing their magnificent
presentations.
Being seen to drink the right brand
may seem very important,
particularly at such events as a Grand
Prix, Royal Ascot, Glorious
Goodwood, the Regattas and Award
ceremonies. I was at the Annual
Champagne Trade Only tasting in
London this March, (manning my
stand representing my Champagne
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producer – Philippe Brugnon,) when
in comes this elegant lady wandering
along the line of tables and shaking
her head. As she reached my place I
asked her if she was looking for
some Vintage or Pink Champagne,
demonstrating the style of my own
cuvées. “I only drink Cristal actually,
do you have any?” she asked. Clearly
she was looking for a Champagne
bar, she wasn’t interested in the
subtle nuances of the 65 different
Champagne producers that were on
parade that day. Sadly, many people
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Last year’s shipments of Champagne
to the UK, 40 million bottles, wasn’t
far short of the total global sales in
the 1950s. There are a variety of
reasons for the dramatic rise in
Champagne drinking here. It has
gradually been recognised that this
wine is not merely a very, very
special occasion beverage, but is just
a wine with a fizz and that it should
be a drink for any celebration. In
recent years, we have seen the
emergence of the younger and more
affluent consumer. Young successful
people are receiving much higher
salaries and huge bonuses. The
consequential greater disposable
incomes allow for a lifestyle that
includes Champagne often on a daily
basis. After a long gruelling day in
the office, the evening’s Champagne
consumption is a suitable reward and
these entrepreneurs really do catch
me up!

Back Issues of
06/07

05/06

The Golden Sabre
04/05

have closed their minds and palates
to experimenting with the host of
“growers” champagnes in favour of
the well-known brands. I can
strongly recommend furthering your
education by tasting around as there
are some wonderful ones at
competitive prices. This lady was
directed towards Louis Roederer,
whence cometh “Cristal”, but it was
not available for tasting. I hope she
stayed for something just as good.

Why not keep this excellent pictorial record of past Confrérie events
and enjoy a host of articles and stories from the Club’s intrepid
reporters.
£1 per copy plus £1 UK postage. Please send £2 or £4,
stating which issues you would like

The Golden Sabre Ltd,
44 Peel Street London W8 7PD

There is some talk that the current
level of consumption will slow down,
having attained the present height..
This prediction is in spite of the 12%
increase over the four weeks up to
last Christmas. The duty increases in
the last Chancellor’s budget hasn’t
made any difference. Consumers, as
usual, got used to the new prices.
However, if there is a slow down we
shall recruit more Sabreurs to
swashbuckle their way into more
bottles and …

keep Great Britain as
the Great Champagne
nation.
...
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